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1. What can we do with data generated from 
social computing systems?

2. What should we not do with these data.



Challenges



Experimental evidence of 
massive-scale emotional 
contagion through social 
networks



Summary

• The paper 



Summary



Summary



A key takeaway – consent is 
important!



Redo the emotion contagion study 
experimentally but abiding by good ethics. 
What study design will you use?

Class Exercise I



But what about those who can‘t give 
consent any more? The case of dead people



Redo the emotion contagion study but 
using observational / historical data, that 
is, without manipulating the News Feed. 
What study design will you use?

Class Exercise II



Amid the ethical controversy surrounding the experiment, 
Facebook twice attempted to draw attention to the study’s claims 
about well-being. Lead author Adam Kramer wrote:

The reason we did this research is because we care about the 
emotional impact of Facebook and the people that use our 
product. We felt that it was important to investigate the 
common worry that seeing friends post positive content 
leads to people feeling negative or left out. ... And we found 
the exact opposite to what was then the conventional 
wisdom: Seeing a certain kind of emotion (positive) 
encourages it rather than suppresses is [sic]. (2014)

Mike Schroepfer, Facebook’s Chief Technology Officer, later 
reiterated Kramer’s statement (2014).





If true, these findings could substantially 
alleviate concern that Facebook represents a 
threat to well-being. But the work has 
significant methodological concerns.



Summary





“I	always	assumed	that	I	wasn’t	
really	that	close	to	[her]”:	
Reasoning	about	invisible	
algorithms	in	the	news	feed



Summary



Many people said that they felt cheated. But 
would more transparency in the News Feed 
be a good idea? From Facebook’s 
perspective? From the users’ perspective?

Class Exercise III



Think about and propose a design affordance 
for Facebook that incorporates enough 
transparency, but balances the tension 
between Facebook’s and the end users’ 
interests.

Class Exercise IV



Who is doing research and what 
can/do they do?



Access and new digital divides?



What if the researcher is also the service 
provider?

• Thought Exercise: Are there any benefits to the 
research community? What are the challenges? 



What if the service provider is also the 
news medium?

• Thought Exercise: What are the challenges if the 
service provider is also the news medium? What 
will be a solution?



Analyze the challenges in the 
recently released suicide prevention 
AI tool of Facebook. Analyze from 
the perspective of 1) informed 
consent; 2) methodology/algorithm; 
and 3) transparency.

Class Exercise V


